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The Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg has 
recent!:>: adopted .a system from the transcription of proper 
names mto Russian. The symbols '!dopted by the Imperial 
Academy of Sciences are as follows :-

a 6 B A e"') e5J lK 113) jj Ii .I ;u H ,......, ....-. 
a b v g d e, je e z z i,ji k m n 
0 n p T y <I> X I! 'I ill Ill "b Ll b4) 1;2) 

0 p r s u f ch c sc y e, je 
9 10') u') e v 

----e ju, 1u, ja, la f 

The table of Russian and Latin characters is accom-
pa nied by the following notes :-

(r) The liquid vowels 11 and 10 beginning a syllable or 
preceded by » or 1. (which, in the last case, are omitted 
!;?m, transcription) are transcribed by "ja " and 

JU ; 1f preceded by a consonant these vowels are 
transcribed by " ia " and " iu " if they form a syllable 
with the preceding consonant. ' 

(2) The li9uid vowel "e " and the vowel ·t preceded 
by L or 'h (wh1ch m th1s ca>e are omitted in the transct iption) 
are transcribed by "je" and "je"; if preceded bv a consonant 
t.hese by "e" and "e.". iiut the l_iquid 
' owe! e begmnmg. a prope n:tme IS transcnbed by a s1mple 
"e." Thus .Egorov (pronounced Yegorov) begins with the 
liquid ".e." 

(3) The letter 11 preceeded by '' is transcribed by "ji" (the 
liquid" i"). 

(4) The letter '' at the end of a word or before a con-
sonant is transcribed by " i." 

(5) The letter. " e," when it is pronounced " jo," is 
as m Russian, by " e," but only when the 

author wntes his name in that way. 
(6) The names of foreign authors who have written in 

are re-transcribed according to this system when 
:he. ongmal orthography of these names is ·unknown ; when 
tt 1s known, the transcription of the Russian form of the 
name can be given in a note. 

The British system also proposed to use the original 
form of any Russianised proper name in preference to re-
transliterating them. 

The Russian Academy's system does not attempt to 
secure the precision in re-transliteration which was the 
main object _of the British system; for the letter " f " 
stands for e1ther e or <1> ; " u " stands for " y " or 
occurs in combination with "j " (which is itself the 
t:ansliteration of ii) for 10; " i " may be the translitera-
tl"n of anv one of f0ur letter'. n. i. b, or v, as well 
as in combination with " u " and " a " from 10 or a. The 
Fnglish "e " is the eqnivalent of e;ther "e " ·t or s. 
Five Russian letters have alterna tive 

the Russian sys tem has some advantage over 
the Bnt1sh, a lthough in this respect it is in some ways 
less satisfactory. The Russian system, however, is pro-
posed only for proper names, for which a less rigid system 
IS perhaps necessary than for general scientific and biblio-
graphic work. }. W . GREGORY. 

DYEING Q UA LITIES OF NATURAL AND 
SYNTHETIC INDIGO. 

THE annual report, written by Mr. Cyril Bergtheil, of 
the Indigo Research Station of the Bihar Planters' 

Association for the year 1907-8 has just been issued; it 
contains an interesting statement with regard to the value 
of " synthetic " indigo as a dye-stuff compared with 
natural indigo. From last year's experiments (see 
NATURE, vol. lxxv., p. 614) it was concluded that 
" synthetic " indigo gives poorer results under practical 
conditions than those obtained with the natural dye, the 
latter im.parting a richness of shade or " bloom " which 
was unobtaina ble with. the synthetic material. It has since 
been ascertained that the synthetic indigo supplied for the 
tests was " brand E " of the Badische Anilin- und Soda-
Fabrik, which contains some 25 per cent. of lime; the 
presence of this high proportion of a lkali would of itself I 
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account for the bad results obtained in the 
vat. Experiments will now be made using the m ateri a l 
which the Badische company itself recommends for the 
hydrosulphite vat. 

The rest of the report deals with the results obtained 
in ex!)eriments made to ascertain the best conditions to be 
observed during the growth of the indigo plant, and in 
the extraction of the dye subsequently. Good results · have 
been obtained by the use·· of sulphuric acid as a means of 
facilitating the germination of the seed of the J ava plant, 
as recommended in a previous report (NATURE, vol. lxxv., 
p. 497), but care must be observed in ensuring that the 
acid used is of correct strength. A number of interesting 
experiments m ade to ascertain the effect of manuring on 
the production of indican in the plant are also reported. 
lt would appear that the proportion of indica n in the plant 
is independent of, or is actually decreased by, manurial 
treatment; in fact, the production of indican appears to be 
a starvation phenomenon, the proportion of the dye being 
increased by the absence of moisture and by adverse 
climatic conditions. On the other hand, the fertility of 
the land must not be allowed to drop too much, otherwise 
the growth of the plant as a whole is interfered with, and 
the r eturn of the dye per acre is affected. New fungoid 
diseases, and an ins ct pest producing ravages on iridigo 
pl ants, are also dealt with in the report. 

MAY METEORS 
l\II AY, like .} une, cannot be said to be prolific of meteoric 

showers Qr to offer special inducements to observers. 
There are, of course, the May Aquarids, due during the first 
week of the. month in the morning hours. There is also 
a pretty rich shower of Coronids J;letween about II 

and 18, but . they are not often seen m marked prommence ; 
and I believe .there is a special shower a t the dose of 
May fr,jm the N.W. region of Pegasus, a t about 
334° + 28°, which deserves more attenti.on. I found the 
position of .this on a_ryu_mbe: of meteors 
recorded by . the Itahan Meteonc Assoctatmn tn 1&70, and 
very satisfactorily confirmed the showers in 1886 May 29 
to June 4.. .. the exact positions beiug 330° + 28° and 
333° + 2]0 respectiv.,ly. 

There. is a w.ell..marked radiant of slow meteors from 
this . point i'n · July and August, but it has been seldm:n 
noticed at the close of May and .days of June . . 
year moonlight wqJ not interfere with observl;'ti.;m, and 1t 
would be interesting to. watch the eastern .sky tn the morn-
ings' of May 29 to June 4 for the purpose of. further. investi-
gating these 11 Pegasids. They are of the. Persetd type, 
being swift and streaking meteors, and I thmk th e stream 
may prove of some importance among the spring showers, 
though very little is known of it. 

Anv observations conducted for the pur·pose of re-detect-
ing the system may a lso be found usef.ul in giving us a 
fuller insight into the other meteoric displays of the same 
period. W. F. DENNING. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATION_4L 
INTELLIGENCE. 

students matriculated thi s term, 
bringing the total number for the year up to II 62 . This 
is a n advance of seventy-nine on the numbers for last year, 
and of ninetv-seven on the numbers for 1906 to the pre-
sent da te. The increase . in the number of advanced 
students over that of last vear is ten. 

It is proposed to confer the degree of Master of Arts, 
honoris causa, upon Mr. A. H enry, reader in forestry. 

Mr. F, Darwin, F.R.S., has been nominated the repre-
sentative of the University at a meeting convened by the 
Linnean Society of London to be held in July in celebra-
tion of the fiftieth anniversary of the read ing of the joint 
essay by Charles. Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace " On 
the Tendency of Species to form Varieties; and on the 
Perpetuation of Varieti.es and Species by Natural Means 
of Selection." 

The general board has reported on the proposed reader-
ship in metallurgy which the University will be enabled 
to establish by the munificence of the Goldsmiths' Com-
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